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Introduction

The research results obtained by our group on numerical modeling of the diffraction
effects due to abrupt material or geometrical discontinuities of electromagnetic structures
are summarized. High order polynomial vector bases are often used to numerically model
EM problems [1], but polynomial approximations spoil the convergence properties of the
used finite method whenever the physical quantities have singular and/or irrational
algebraic behavior in wedge regions. Our specially derived sub-sectional singular curl
and divergence-conforming vector bases incorporate the edge conditions of penetrable or
conducting wedges, and yields to high precision results without requiring the use of dense
meshes and/or local mesh refinements.

a)

---

b)

Fig. 1. a) 2D-FEM applications: cross-sectional view of the region around a sharp, but curved
wedge of aperture angle a meshed with curved curl-conforming elements. The sharp-edge
elements are those attached to the sharp-edge vertex. b) 3D-MoM applications: edge singularity
quadrilaterals and edge (e) and vertex (v) singularity triangles with the local edge numbering
scheme used for the defmition of the singular divergence-conforming functions.

Requirements, Bases Definition and Numerical Validation

With reference to Fig. 1, our singular vector bases at the lowest singular order satisfy the
following requirements [2-8] (where case A refers to the singular curl-conforming
elements for 2D-FEM applications of Table I, and case B is relative to the divergence
conforming elements for 3D-MoM applications of Table II):
• they are complete to the regular zeroth order (A and B case);
• they are compatible to adjacent zeroth-order regular elements attached to the

nonsingular edges, and compatible to adjacent singular elements of the same order
attached to the other edges (A and B case);

• they model the static singular-behavior of the transverse EM fields (in case A), and the
singular behavior of the current and charge density along the edge profile (in case B);
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• they model the dynamic non-singular irrational algebraic behavior of the EM fields (in
case A), and model the singular irrational algebraic behavior of the current normal to
the edge profile (in case B).

Notice that for the numerical solution of surface integral equations (MoM applications)
we define two type of singular triangles: the edge (e) and the vertex (v) singular triangle;
the latter is considered as the appropriate element filler. To properly model the regular
and the singular part of the physical quantities excited in the wedge region, we expand
the unknown vectors by use of an additive scheme, Le. we use the regular and the
singular bases altogether on the same singular element. The bases are reported in Table I
and II. Singular bases of this kind, complete to arbitrarily higher [p, s]-order are
described in a unified and consistent manner for curved quadrilateral and triangular
elements in [5], [7]. The singular bases guarantee normal (or tangential) continuity along
the edges of the elements allowing for the discontinuity of tangential (or normal)
components, adequate modeling of the divergence (or curl), and removal of spurious
solutions. These bases provide more accurate and efficient numerical solutions for
problems modeled by partial differential equations or by surface integral equations.
Several test-case problems are considered in [5], [7], and new results for the 3D MoM
case will be discussed and presented at the conference, together with further details on
how to implement the singular elements in FEM and MoM codes.

TABLE I
loWEST-ORDER CURL-CONFORMING BASES

Triangular Bases. with subscripts counted Juodu lo 3. and i = I, 2 or 3

Basis Functions

Regular Funclions

(l,'j(r) -= (aJ+ 1V(13-1 - e~~i-l V~.13+ 1

for ,d = i,i ± 1

Wedge Functions

°fli±l(-r) -= V l~i=J=l (I - X~.. -l)J

"'U oi (,.) = (1 - v) (Xl' - 1) Sli(r)

with X = 1- {i

Surface Curls

v x n.a(r) == 2n/~T

for ,d = i, i ± 1

v x O{}j.±l(r) == 0

V x ~Ui(r) = (1 - v) [(2 + V...9· IJ

- 2] n
with X = I -{i

Quadrilateral Bases.., witlt subscripts counted modulo 4, and i = 1 ~ 2,:l or 4

Basis Functions

Regular Functions

Il~~(r) = e)3+2VeiJ-l

for {3 =i t i + 2. i. ± 1

\\o'edge Functions

°n~(,.) = (er - ~j) V~i + ( lI ej-l - 1) 0d'r)

°n:~ (r) = (~r - ~t) V~j - (v {r- 1
- 1) nj (r)

JlUJ(r) = (1 - ,.1) ({a+2 - 1) SlJ(r) , i3 = 'l~j

with j = i + 1

Surface Curls

v x 08(r) = 9
for ,8 = i., i + 2, 'i ± 1

v x °OI1(r) = 0

1(1 + ~)~~+2 -11
V x ""u~.~(,,) = (1 - v) j n
for ,8 = i I j and with j = i + 1

:J indicates the clement Jacobian and it is the unit "'ector £lonnal to the clement [1].
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TABLE II
LOWEST-ORDER DIVERGENCE-CONFOnUNG BASES.

Basis Functions Smface Divergences<::' Dependmcy Relations

1
J

~i+l A i +l (r) + (i-t A i-l(r) = 0

~i Ai(r) + (i+2 A i +2(r) = 0

Edge Singular Functions '),.

eAi±t(r) = (v~r-l - 1) Ai±t(r)

Vertex Singular Functions"
v· . ~iJtjA i ±l (r) \aA;±t (rJ T \b

VVi(r) \aA;(r)

~i+l Ai+l(r) + ~i-l Ai-l(r)

+ ~iAi(r) = 0

~i+l eAi+t(r) + (i-1 .eAi-t(r)

+ (i9Ai(r) = 0

~i+l vAi+t(r) + ~i-l vAi_t(r)

+ ~i '"'Vi(r) = 0

2
J

(1- ~ir-t - 1

(1 - v) (1 - (d v
-

2
with \a

\b

Regular Functions [4]

A.a{r) = j- {~,!3'+ll8-1 - {a-l l ,!3'+t}

for a= i,i ± 1

V' All the basis functions appearing in each row moe identical smface dn:ergence. In particular, for the singubr functions, (1)
yields V . ':~±dr) = V· oeV'+'1(r} = (V\:~'-1 -1] /:1 for the qua.dribteral base; V . VA1±l(r) = V· \IV~(r) =
i(1 + 1.1) Xv- 1 - 2] / .J for the '\rertex singularity triangle: and V . .:A,± dr) = [v (1 + v) X~- 1 - 2] /.J for the edge singularity
triangle.

(., The edge singular functions are singular on the i-th edge (where €~ = 0), and ....a:ni.sh for 1.1 = I .

• The n~rtB singular functions are singubr at the '\:oertex €~ = 1: and ,..mish for v = 1.

• The ghost function g~ (r) = (1.I€~-l - 1) At{r) appearing in the dependency relation at right does not belong to the edge singubr

triangular basis set because its divergence contains a non-physical €r-~ term. Althou~ the dnrergence ofth.e high.er-order edgeless
function €~ gAl (r) is physical (see (l7)l the algorithm to construct independent hig:ber-order edge-singular triangular bases has
to discard ill the functions obt3iDed by multiplying the ghost function times a polynomial of the parent '\~bles because of the
reported dependency rebtio~ or because the dn-ergence of these functions contains non-physical hyper-singular RimS.
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Fig.2: The relative errors of the computed square value of the longitudinal wavenumber for each
of the fITst eighteen modes of the circular vaned waveguide at ko*a = 11, where a is the WG
radius. Errors are reported in logarithmic scale for two different kind of meshes (Mesh A with 24
triangles and E with 6 triangles) and for different kind of bases (regular with p = 2, singular bases
with p = 2 and s = 0 and fmally singular bases with p = 2 and s = 2).
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Fig.3: Current density induced on a half-sphere PEC shell of radius r terminated by a flat ring of
external radius R, illuminated by a plane-wave propagating in the positive z direction. The z-axis
passes through the center of the sphere. MoM results for k*r= 1.2566; k*R= 2.5133. The figures
show the magnitude of the total current induced on the shell seen from two different points of
view.


